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Intent:  

The visual arts experience at Oakbank School is a multi-themed learning journey where students learn to use the 

language of the visual arts to challenge preconceptions, form opinions and gain skills. This allows them to express 

their own thoughts and ideas, as well as learning to value those of others. By practising the skills and concepts, 

interleaved throughout ensuing projects, students have the opportunity to refine skills and become better 

practitioners as a result. The recalling of knowledge empowers students to ‘speak like an expert’ through peer 

evaluation and class discussion. This aims to develop confidence, diplomacy and proficiency in their use of pertinent, 

critical language. 

Such skills that occur naturally through artistic endeavour, are essential in other subject in areas, and are supported 

through creative learning. Artist referencing and visual analysis promote questioning and interrogative skills which 

provide students with the opportunity to share opinions and respect those of others. In doing so, Oakbank seeks to 

promote patience and tolerance, thoughtful behaviours that will serve our young people well as they move towards 

further study or the workplace. 

Implementation: 

Through learning colour theory and drawing skills (year 7) students will build upon their experience (monochromatic 

and analogous colour schemes years 8 and 9) to establish a repertoire of knowledge and skills that support the 

understanding necessary to create and refine their own output. Practical proficiency is shown through personal 

outcomes at the end of research and investigation exercises. These experiences, coupled with skills in 

artist/contextual investigations, materials handling, (blending and layering, year 8) and refinement of drawing 

techniques and application (year 9), mean students are well placed to continue to further study at GCSE.  

Students who choose to pursue their artistic learning at GCSE, therefore, are well placed to tackle the rigours of a 

GCSE Art, Craft and Design course. GCSE Art, Craft and Design provides students with a wide range of creative, 

exciting and stimulating opportunities to explore their interests in ways that are both personally relevant and 

developmental in nature. Students are given the opportunity to build creative skills through learning and doing, to 

develop imaginative and intuitive ways of working and develop knowledge and understanding of media, materials 

and technologies in historical and contemporary contexts, societies and cultures. Through previous study 

opportunities at KS3, students will become empowered to work independently, and encouraged to take risks in 

generating ideas and final outcomes. For example, having followed the assessment object structure, they have the 

knowledge and mapping skills necessary already embedded in their working process. 

The Oakbank Visual Arts department also endeavours to inform future career choices, through the study of applied 

arts such as illustration, visualisation and advertising concepts. 

As students leave Oakbank School, they will have an appreciation of art, design and a creative wherewithal that will 

help them understand the world, respond to it creatively and interact with visual empowerment. 

Art stimulates young imaginations, challenges perceptions and develops creative and analytical skills. 

Thinking creatively can easily become a focus in other subject groups too. Involvement in the arts 

encourages students to understand creativity in context and the cultural history of artworks supports the 

development of an inquiring and empathetic worldview. 

Art challenges and enriches personal identity and builds awareness of the aesthetic in a real-world 

context. Artists have to be curious. By developing curiosity about themselves, others and the world, 

students become effective learners, inquirers and creative problem-solvers. 

‘’ There are always flowers for 

those who want to see them. ’’ 

Henri Matisse 

ART@Oakbank 

 ‘’ Drawing makes you see things clearer, and clearer and clearer still, until your eyes ache. ‘’   
 

David  Hockney 
 


